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 Abstract   

Knowledge of verb-argument constructions (VACs) has been examined in 

a variety of contexts where English is mostly taught from the early stages 

of hhrrr sc. oonnng. oo  suudy has so frr  xxamnndd EFL rrrr nrr s’ knowdddge 
of VACs in a context where English as a foreign language is taught only 

late at the secondary school level. The current study fills this gap by 

exploring construction knowledge in a context where teaching EFL is 

postponed until other languages have been introduced to learners. Using 

written essays of 180 students of 3 different proficiency groups, three 

indices of syntactic sophistication (i.e. the frequency of the Verb-argument 

constructions, the frequency of the verb-construction combinations and 

the verb-construction strength of association) were examined for their 

development across the three grade levels. As a second objective, this 

suudy examindd hh  bbtttty of hh    ind        prdd    suudnnss’ wriiing 
quality, through their grades. The results suggest that while the higher 

proficiency group showed a significant improvement in the rareness of 

their VACs, the three groups showed slow progress in the use of less 

frequent and less strongly associated verb-construction combinations. 

Similarly, only the index of construction sophistication (i.e. rareness) 

correlated significantly with and could predict variance in the writing 

soor..  Thss suggttt s th   EFL rrrr nrr s foooow   ‘nccsssrr y first’ prinpppee 
in their learning of constructions. Similarly, these results indicate that the 
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use of rare construoooons nnhanees rrrrr s’ judgemnnts of suudnnss’ wriiing 
quality. 

Keywords: Verb-Argument Constructions (VACs); Frequency; Strength of 

Association; Assessment; Writing  
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1. Introduction 

The present study is situated within the usage-based tradition to language learning, 

which is centered around the principal claim that language learning emerges from 

language use (e.g., Bybee, 2010, 1995; Ellis, 2002, 2016; Ellis et al., 2015; 

Langacker, 1988, 2000; Tomasello, 1998a, 1998b). Unlike the generativist 

tradition which assumes that language develops following a domain-specific 

faculty, the usage-based linguists assume that knowledge of language is shaped 

by the type of language which learners frequently encounter in their environment. 

Within the usage-sss    mllll , th  vvvll mmmttt  of lgggggg  i  “eeee  with 
general cognitive processes, and universals of linguistic structure derive from the 

fcct taat all mmmsss  ar  dddww   wit  similar geeerll  cggii tiv  preeesse”” (Bavin, 

2009, p. 85). A basic assumption of the usage-based approaches is that learning a 

language is the result of conducting online computational operations which are 

based on categorizing language elements following their frequency distributions 

in the input (e.g., Bybee, 1985; Ellis, 2002; Langacker, 1988). That is to say, 

learners gradually learn language based on the frequency of meaningful linguistic 

elements (i.e. constructions) in the linguistic environment. Higher frequency 

items are learnt first, then only come other lower frequency ones. Ellis (2006, p.8) 

mii tt ii n  thtt  “[l]erreer  FIGUR  lgggggg  ttt : teeir tssk i , i  essnnee, t  laarn 
t   prbbbbility ii tt riuutinn []] , t   praaaii lity ff  a  itt rrpre.tt i   giv   a 
frr mll  ciiii     prr ticll arccttt xxt(())))   Lgggggg  is, trrr efrr s,sseen ss a rr oeess 
of continuous online computations and mappings of forms to meanings based on 

the type of input to which language learners are exposed.  

The current study is concerned with the development of the sophistication of 

FF  iii vrr ii ty eeee rgruuutt ss’ kwwwlggg  ff  syntactic constructions, known as 

verb-argument constructions (VACs) in the context of delayed EFL. The usage-

based linguists define a construction as a form-meaning pairing (e.g., Boyd & 

Goldberg, 2009; Ellis, 2002, 2005; Goldberg, 1995, 2003, 2006; Langacker, 

1987). That is, any form which can be associated with meaning in language is 

considered a construction. A VAC refers to a syntactic construction which 

consists of a verb and all the arguments it takes (Goldberg, 1995, 2006; Kyle, 

2016; Kyle & Crossley, 2017). Any simple sentence is a VAC as it contains a 
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verb and its arguments which might be a subject, a direct object, an indirect object, 

  laaativ , et   A  VVO oottt rttt i  , ccc  a  ‘John kicks the ball’, cttt ii n  an 
agent argument (John), which causes an object (the ball) to transfer (Kicks) to a 

recipient argument.         

2. Review of the Literature 

Various studies reported that VACs are not merely linguistic forms with 

eemttt iss of teeir ww , uut tyyy aloo rff lcct a ppaakrr ’  kwwwlegg  ff  lgggggge 
in the sense that they have a psycholinguistic reality (e.g., Boyd & Goldberg, 

2009; Ellis et al., 2015; Ellis & Cadierno, 2009; Goldberg, 1995), and that 

language learners can make sense of syntactic constructions even in cases where 

tyyy nnn’t kwww th  maaii gg ff  th  mii   vrr     Tii          aat VAC  vvv  a 
meaning of their own independently of the meanings of the lexical items which 

occupy them (i.e. the verb). In this sense, as Goldberg (1995) maintains, syntactic 

frames are directly associated with semantics, independently of the verbs which 

may occur in them. Goldberg (1995) conducted an experiment in which she asked 

10 participants about the meaning of the nonce word ‘topamased’ in the following 

sentence: 

‘She topamased something to him.’ 

Six of ten subjects said that ‘topamased’ maa   ‘give’. Gll eeerg cccc luddd 
that although there are other verbs which are far more frequent in the corpus than 

‘give’ ccch ss ‘tll l’, ‘tkke’     ‘gtt ’, mttt  sbbjcct  prefrr r   ‘give’ eeaass   it is 
the most frequent in the ditransitive construction. This result was confirmed by 

Ninio (1999) who concluded that language learners learn verb-construction 

combinations first as fixed constructions which represent frequent and strongly 

associated verb-construction combinations in the input before they begin to learn 

the schematicity of the verb slot and start using novel verbs. 

Gries and Wulff (2005) used a sentence completion task in which advanced 

German learners were required to complete a sentence by producing either a 

prepositional dative or a ditransitive construction based on a particular subject-

verb combination. The results of the study indicated that German learners of 

English were likely to sort constructions based on their overall meaning rather 

than the meaning of the particular verbs. This is supported by findings from other 

studies which reported that even when nonce verbs are inserted in the construction, 

learners can still assign a semantic meaning to the construction (e.g., Ellis & 

Ferreira-Junior, 2009a, 2009b; Goldberg, 1995, 2003, 2006; Römer, 2019; Römer 

& Berger, 2019).  

Investigating how three constructions (verb locative (VL), verb object 

locative (VOL) and the ditransitive (VOO)) are acquired, Ellis and Ferreira-
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Junior (2009a, 2009b) compared the English oral performance of non-native 

children of Italian and Punjabi L1 (using data from the European Science 

Foundation (ESF) corpus; Perdue, 1993) to their interviewer native counterpart 

productions. The study concluded that for each construction there is one exemplar 

that accounts for a large number of the verb tokens in the total productions of that 

construction, and that after each leading exemplar, the frequency of each 

subsequent verb declines, a finding which confirms the Zipfian (Zipf, 1935) 

distribution where a prototypical exemplar verb dominates the appearances of 

verb lemmas in each construction and the appearance of subsequent verbs 

declines by almost half of the appearances of the previous verb in the list. The 

study outlined very similar findings about the verbs which dominated the target 

constructions both in native and L2 performance. For native speaker conversation, 

    inttccce  of ‘go’ ssss tittt    22% of t   totll  tkknn  ff  V  ssss trttt inn, 006 
iss tcccss of ‘ttt ’ oo... ittt e  %%% of the total tokens of VOL and 75 instances of 

‘give’ ssss titut   5%% ff  t   total tkksss  ff  th  VOO ssss trutt i    oor t   L2 
gggli   rr uuutt inn, 000 inttnnees ff  ‘go’ nnntt itutdd %%% ff  th  ttt ll  tkksss  of 
t   V  ssss trutt i  ,     inttnnees ff  ‘uut’ ssss tituted 68% of the total tokens of 

VO ,        inttccce  ff  ‘give’ ssss tittt e  %%% ff  t   total tkksss  ff  VOO. 
These results suggest that the input has a crucial role in affecting the type of verb-

construction combinations that are produced by learners. Similarly, the study 

shows that in addition to frequency, the strength of association between the verb 

and the construction affects how that construction is learnt and produced. 

Learners usually tend to associate the construction with the verb with which it is 

strongly associated to the extent that the verb becomes prototypical to the 

construction.  

In connection with learning prototypical verb-construction combinations, 

Eskildsen (2009) investigated the development of ‘can’ construction in the oral 

production of one Spanish native learner of English. Although Eskildsen 

concluded that this learner could use a variety of ‘can’ constructions over time, 

there was no evidence that he fully moved to abstract constructions.   Using data 

from the same learner, Eskildsen and Cadierno (2007) also investigated the 

development of English negation construction. The study concluded that the 

negation construction moved from a fixed construction such as ‘I don’t know’ to 

more abstract patterns. Based on this, the researchers noted that the development 

of constructions in L2 generally proceeds from a single potentially fixed 

construction to a more schematic one. Similarly, Li et al. (2014) investigated the 

development of motion constructions in the oral production of the same subject 

studied in Eskildsen and Cadierno (2007) and Eskildsen (2009) and they 

concluded that the development of constructions evolves first around a small set 

of high-freeeenyy mtt i   vrr    ccc  ss ‘go’ a   ‘mmme’ eefrr   laarnrr   expand 

their knowledge to more varied verbs. In a similar study, Eskildsen et al. (2015) 

examined the development of motion constructions in two Spanish speakers of 

L2 English and, for comparison, reviewed the study conducted by Li (2014) on 
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two Chinese (Mandarin and Cantonese) speaking learners of English. The 

researchers concluded that the linguistic means used to express motion were 

restricted at the early stage of learning the construction and they became more 

varied over time with the inclusion of more verbs. This study highlighted that 

wii l  t   uee ff  ‘go’ ttt ter   i  t   mtt io  ssss trccti   dvvll eee   twwar   a 
general increase in their productivity, the use of ‘cmme’ aatter   wss coooti  in 
development. The results of the study support the idea of an exemplar-based 

rrrr occ  t  laarnigg: ‘mmme’     ‘go’ wit  rerrr rnnt ptt   lxxiaaliztt i   (mii ll y 
‘to’) mmmiaattttt    ss   ff vvrr    ittt    oottt rccti   attt   err ly tt age of learning 

to use the motion construction.                                

Römer and Berger (2019) investigated how native German and Spanish 

learners of English develop their knowledge of 19 English verb-argument 

ssss trcctisss  ff  t   ty   of “V with ””, “V in ”” ddd    ff  ...  Tee rsserrcrrr s 
eeeerv   thtt  at tee lwwsst rr ff iii cccy lvvll  A , for t   “V i  ”” csss trutt inn, 
t   mttt  frqqnnnt vrr iii   ‘live’, fll lwwyyyyyy‘wrr k’ nn  ‘ee’  At this level, these 

three verbs are the primary occupants of the construction.  At the proficiency 

lvvll   A      B , iiii tiaaal vrr    mmrrg   i  tii   nnnstrccti   (illl iii gg ‘styy’, 
‘lleep’, ‘ttddd’), whil  it wa  ootic   taat ‘live’, ‘wrr k’,     ‘ee’ rr e still the most 

frequent ones. The researchers noted that the three verbs continue to increase 

ssss itt ttt ly ccross prfifiii eyyy lvvll ;;  tt  t   smm  tim , t   eee ff  t   lwwer 
frequency verbs in this VAC rapidly increased. This finding supports previous 

results (e.g., Eskildsen & Cadierno, 2007; Gries & Wulff, 2005; Römer et al., 

2014) about the early emergence of high-frequency verbs before the construction 

is open for less general and less frequent verbs. Römer and Berger (2019) 

concluded that comparisons across proficiency levels and also with native speaker 

rrr m  (iii gg BNC) eeeee eetaat lerreers’ vrrb-construction associations do not 

lll y cccmm  mrr   vrr i   at ii grrr  rr fifiii cccy lvvll  , ttt  tyyy ll s  mvv  ll eeer 
to a native usage norm.      

Römer (2019) compared the verb-construction combinations in two 

proficiency groups of L1 German English learners (levels corresponding to CEFR 

A1 and B2 levels) and concluded that the most frequent combinations between 

the two levels indicated that A1 learners rely mostly on VAC realizations with 

high-frequency verbs whereas at B2 the top-10 VAC realizations also include 

lower frequency verbs. Again this supports the schematicity of learning VACs. 

Learners start from using the most frequently associated verb with the 

construction before using less frequent ones. This conclusion is also outlined by 

Römer and Yilmaz (2019) and Kyle (2016) Kyle and Crossley (2017) and also 

Römer and Garner (2019) who concluded that as learners advance in their L2 

proficiency, they produce more VACs that are in line with native speaker usage. 

Römer and Garner (2019) ttt   tttt      laareers’ ssss trutt iaaa . ivvttt rr y 
developed over time from a small set of fixed patterns to a larger set of more 

productive nnntt rcctinn”” (   .... ..Ellis et al. (2015) also noted that constructions 
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with more faithful association between the verb and the construction are more 

readily acquired by L2 learners.   

3. Rationale and aim of the study 

Altgggg  differnnt ttddie  vvv  ivvsstigtt dd tee vvvll mmmttt  of laareers’ 
syntactic knowledge from a usage-based perspective worldwide, most of these 

studies were conducted in contexts where English is used as a first or second 

language, hence using quite advanced language as their data. The present study 

contributes to further understanding how EFL learners develop their syntactic 

knowledge from a usage-based perspective by using data from learners with 

limited language proficiency, which is more likely to allow us notice how 

syntactic constructions develop at early stages of L2 (i.e. any language after L1) 

development. At a second level, very few studies (e.g., Kyle, 2016; Kyle & 

Crossley, 2017) have examined the role of knowledge of verb-argument 

constructions in predicting the quality of a ttnnnnt’  writigg  Th  rr ssett  styyy 
shall contribute to dismantling how construction knowledge contributes to the 

quality of writing by examining the ability of three indices of construction 

knowledge to predict variance in the holistic scores assigned t  stnnnnts’ writigg..  
The current study is guided by the following research questions: 

1. Do learners of different undergraduate EFL proficiency levels differ 

concerning the frequency of their produced VACs?  

2. Do learners of different undergraduate EFL proficiency levels 

demonstrate similar or different knowledge in terms of the frequency and 

strength of association of their verb-construction combinations and the 

verbs which occupy them?   

3. Which of these three aspects of syntactic knowledge (VAC frequency, 

verb-construction combination frequency and verb-construction 

mmmii ttt i   tt rgggt  ff  assccitt inn) ff fcct()) rtt ers’ jgggmmttt   of 
quality writing?  

4. Material and Methods 

4.1. Sampling and data collection procedures 

To answer the three research questions, this study adopted a cross-sectional 

design. Written essays were collected from 180 EFL students who belong to three 

different undergraduate groups of EFL university learners. The target groups 

were semester 1 (S1; N= 60), semester 3 (S3; N= 60) and semester 5 (S5; N= 60) 

students majoring in English at a Moroccan university. S1 learners are university 

freshmen who just joined university from secondary school. Hence, their 
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proficiency is supposed to reflect the knowledge they built during the few hours 

they were exposed to English over the last four years of the secondary school (an 

average of two hours a week). S3 learners just started their second year at 

university at the time of data collection and S5 learners just started their third year.  

To collect data for this study, an expository writing test was administered at 

the beginning of the academic year. The participants were asked to write an essay 

of approximately 300 words about ‘the reasons which push young people to go to 

school besides the dream of having a job in the future’. The expository genre was 

adopted for data collection because it is the genre which is dealt with most often 

by students, especially in secondary schools. Similarly, the subjects were required 

to write their essays in response to a unified topic to avoid the effect of topic 

complexity or lack of background knowledge on any of the groups. Participants 

were all given a maximum of one hour to complete their essays.  

4.2. Data Analysis  

After collecting the data from the informants, the hand-written texts were word-

processed and then saved under a .txt format, as required by the corpus analysis 

tool. During the word-processing stage, spelling, punctuation and capitalization 

mistakes were corrected. Syntactic mistakes which affect the structure of the 

constructions were not corrected. In the very few cases where wrong words (not 

wrong spelling) were used, no attempt was made to correct these words. The 

informants were told that issues of layout such as the number of written 

paragraphs were not of importance to the study.  

For data analysis, Kyle’s (2016) Tool for the Automatic Analysis of Syntactic 

Sophistication and Complexity (TAASSC) was used. As reported in Kyle (2016), 

TAASSC uses The Stanford Parser (Klein & Manning, 2003) and Tregex (Levy 

& Andrew, 2006) to annotate the sentences in a text. Kyle reported that the 

Stanford Parser creates a constituency representation of each sentence in a text, 

and Tregex is used to find particular patterns in that representation. Similarly, the 

tool uses the Stanford Neural Network Dependency parser to provide dependency 

representation such as the subject and the direct object of each sentence.  

Tee first rsserrc  eeett inn aaamisss  laarrrr s’ uee of rrr   rr  hhhhisticated 

VACs. The second research question examines the extent to which learners use 

sophisticated verb-construction combinations through the use of rare and less 

frequent and also less strongly associated verb-construction combinations as they 

develop their language proficiency. The three indices are computed based on the 

written section of the American Corpus of Contemporary American English 

(COCA) (Davies, 2008). The verb-construction frequency index is related to 

computing the frequency of the verb-construction combinations. The index of 

verb-construction strength of association measures how strong is the probability 
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that a verb and a construction co-occur from a non-directional perspective. To 

measure the strength of association between the verbs and the constructions in 

which they occur, TAASSC uses collostructional collexeme strength (the log to 

the base 10 of the p-value of the Fisher-Yates exact test), (Stefanowitsch & Gries, 

2003). An analysis of variance was used to test the development of the three target 

indices among the three proficiency groups (S1, S3 and S5 students). The 

frequencies which are provided in this study are normed for a million for each 

tt eeett ’  ssaay  Btt   t   ctttt rcctio       t   vrrb-construction combinations 

are examined as types and the verbs are considered as lemmas.  

Tee prr ticiaatt s’ sssyy  wrre ccordd yy frrr  ineeeentttt  rtt ers w   wrre 
given guidelines and were directed not to pay attention to minor writing issues 

such as punctuation, capitalization and spelling mistakes if there are any; these 

mistakes were corrected beforehand. The scores of one of the raters were 

ultimately removed from computing the final mean writing score of each learner 

as he showed the lowest inter-rater reliability with the other three. The three raters 

whose scores were retained for the final analyses reached inter-rater reliability of 

    ....  T  nnrrrr  th  tii rd reeear   ssss ti  , correlations were conducted 

between the three target construction sophistication indices and the holistic 

writing scores. Because only one variable (the frequency of the VACs) correlated 

significantly with the holistic writing score, a simple linear regression was 

conducted, after checking the assumptions, to determine the amount of 

tttt riuutiooooftthivvvrr ibblettttt ssssteeett s’wwritigguuull ity    

5. Results 

..1. The frequency of learners’ VACs  

This section examines the sophistication of the produced VACs in the essays of 

t   thre  rr oficinnyy gr       all     prssttt   th  maa  frqqcccciss of lerrnrrs’ 
VACs. The frequency of the constructions which S1 learners deployed in their 

writing is 516.529.14. For S3, the mean VACs frequency is 456.088.67, which is 

a bit lower than that of S1. For S5, the mean VAC frequency decreased to 

447.999.51. Note that these mean frequencies are computed for all the produced 

constructions based on COCA corpus. The decreasing construction mean 

frequency shows that learners tend to produce less frequent syntactic 

constructions as they enhance their overall language proficiency. Hence, the 

difference in frequency scores gets larger as learners improve their proficiency in 

language.  

 

Table 1.   

The Frequencies of Learners’ Produced VACs (per a million) 
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Proficiency  

Level 

N   Mean     Std.   Dev. 

S1 VAC 

frequency 

60 516.529.15 181.874.07 

S3 VAC 

frequency 

60 456.088.67 159.264.46 

S5 VAC 

frequency 

60 447.999.51 149.149.85 

Using an analysis of variance, the difference between the three proficiency 

groups is statistically significant (F(2, 177) = 3.129, p. < .05). The decreasing mean 

frequencies as learners move to higher proficiency levels suggests that they are 

enhancing their syntactic knowledge and they are making use of more 

sophisticated constructions. The post hoc Tukey LSD test showed that only the 

difference between S1 and S5 is significant (p.< .05). The differences between 

both S1 and S3 and between S3 and S5 are not significant. The results suggest 

that the production of more sophisticated VACs seems to take at least two years 

fff or  it is rff lcctdd in lerr rrr s’ pruuutt i....  T   mmmrrr issss  ggggsst taat nne 
year of instruction does not significantly improve learners’ eee of rare 
constructions.  

5.2. Verb-construction combination frequency and strength of association 

This section examines the frequency of the verb-construction combinations which 

are produced by the students of the three groups. In this section, we check the 

ttt nnt t  whihh FF  laareers’ yytt ccti  kwwwlggg  bemmmss mrr   iiiii ii iaated 
through the production of less frequent and less strongly associated verb-

construction combinations. Table 2 provides the descriptive statistics of the verb-

construction combinations. 

Table 2.  

The Verb-Construction Combination Frequency and Strength of Association 

Proficiency     Index 

Level 

N       Mean Std. Dev. 

S1 Verb-

construction 

frequency 

60 82.771.58 45.001.47 
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Verb-

construction 

strength of 

association 

60 26.642.59 49.192.77 

S3 Verb-

construction 

frequency 

60 82.926.57 50.788.07 

Verb-

construction 

strength of 

association 

60 18.051.25 47.096.38 

S5 Verb-

construction 

frequency 

60 70.947.75 44.574.82 

Verb-

construction 

strength of 

association 

60 17.805.71 36.285.43 

Tbbl           ttt  teere’    cccraasigg tdddcccy i  th  maa   ff  tt unnnts’ 
verb-construction combinations both at the level of their frequencies in COCA 

and their strength of association. At the level of frequency, S5 (mean freq. = 

70.947.76) produced less frequent combinations compared to the two lower 

proficiency groups (S1 and S3), while S3 produced combinations which are a bit 

more frequent than those of S1. Using an analysis of variance, we checked the 

significance of the differences between the three proficiency groups. The results 

suggest that the observed differences were not significant (F(2, 177) = 1.28, p. >.05) 

which indicates that after two years of studying English, learners still rely on the 

use of frequent verb-construction combinations.    

Looking at the verb-construction strength of association, we could see that 

there is also a tendency to produce less strongly associated combinations as 

learners move towards their second year at university (S5). S1 students produced 

verb-construction combinations which are more strongly associated (mean 

strength of association = 26242.59) compared to S3 (mean = 18051.25) and S5 

(mean = 17805.71). The means show that S5 students produced less strongly 

associated verb-construction combinations. The analysis of variance shows that 

the differences, though large, are not significant (F(2, 177) = 0.76, p. >.05). Similar 

to the frequencies of the verb-construction combinations, this result suggests that 
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after two years of instruction, EFL university learners produced constructions 

mainly with their most frequent and strongly associated verbs. Hence, it can be 

concluded that even after two years of studying English at university, S5 learners 

still rely on the use of highly frequent and strongly associated verb-construction 

combinations.  

The non-significant difference between the three groups in the verb-

construction frequency and strength of association indices was further explored 

by the analysis of a set of the most frequent constructions in the productions of 

the three groups (Table 3). The analysis shows that irrespective of their 

proficiency level, learners use very similar verbs in their constructions and they 

continue to rely on the use of the most frequent and the most strongly associated 

verbs within the constructions.  

Table 3.   

A Sample of the Most Frequent Verb-Construction Combinations As Produced 

By the Three Groups 

 
S1 S3 S5 

Verb-construction 

combination 

Verb-

construction 

Frequency 

Verb-construction 

combination 

Verb-construction 

Frequency 

Verb-construction 

combination 

Verb-

construction 

Frequency 

have_v-dobj 

 

88 

 

have_v-dobj 

 

110 

 

have_v-dobj 

 

106 

 be_nsubj-vcop-

ncomp 

181 

 

be_nsubj-vcop-

ncomp 

165 

 

have_nsubj-v-dobj 55 

 have_nsubj-v-dobj 

 

 

46 

 

 

 

have_nsubj-v-dobj 

 

 

43 

 

 

 

be_nsubj-vcop-ncomp 

 

 

155 

 

 

 

be_nsubj-vcop-

acomp 

45 

 

be_nsubj-vcop-

acomp 

135 

 

be_nsubj-vcop-acomp 123 

 want_nsubj-v-

xcomp 

 

 

39 

 

 

 

want_nsubj-v-

xcomp 

 

 

21 

 

 

 

want_nsubj-v-xcomp 

 

 

37 

 

 

 

get_v-dobj-conj_and 

 

learn_v-dobj-

conj_and 

9 

 

 

9 

go_v-prep_to 

 

 

 

73 

 

 

 

go_v-prep_to 

 

 

 

88 

 

 

 

make_nsubj-v-

ccomp 

 

 

23 

 

 

 

make_nsubj-v-

ccomp 

 

 

24 

 

 

 

be_vcop-acomp 

 

 

 

81 

 

 

 

read_v 

write_v 

8 

8 

have_v-dobj-

conj_and 

8 

 

educate_v 

write_v 

14 

12 know_v-ccomp 

study_v-ccomp 

8 

7 

be_vcop-acomp 

 

72 

 

have_v-dobj-conj_and 11 

 go_v-prep_to 

 

 

 

 

 

50 

 

 

 

 

push_nsubj-v-dobj-

xcomp 

 

help_nsubj-v-dobj-

xcomp 

 

17 

 

 

 

 

12 

make_nsubj-v-ccomp 

 

 

 

 

17 

 

 

 

 

want_mark-nsubj-v-

xcomp 

47 

 

be_vcop-ncomp 53 

 

go_advmod-nsubj-v-

prep_to 

62 

 be_vcop-acomp 47 educate_v 6 make_v-xcomp 11 
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be_expl-vcop-nsubj 45 

 

know_v-ccomp 

 

8 

 

be_vcop-ncomp 55 

 grow_advmod-

nsubj-v-prt 

 

 

44 

 

 

 

have_v-dobj-dobj 

get_v-dobj-dobj 

11 

 

 

10 

push_nsubj-v-dobj-

xcomp 

 

 

13 

 

 

 

have_mark-nsubj-v-

dobj 

15 

 

want_mark-nsubj-v-

xcomp 

28 

 

have_v-dobj-dobj 9 

 

..3. The relationship between learners’ VACs sophistication and the quality of 
their writing 

This section reports results related to the 3rd research question which aims at 

eeekkigg if teere’  yyy rll atiohhhi  btt we   tee trr ee inii css ff  yytt att ic 
iiiii ii iaati   ss ii ccussdd vvvv      t   tt unnnts’ hll itt i  writigg ccrr ss  We 
first examined the mean writing score of each proficiency group. S1 learners had 

a score of 11.96 (out of a scale of 20) (sd. = 1.35), S3 learners had a mean score 

of 13.16 (sd. = 1.54) and finally S5 learners had a mean score of 13.93 (sd. = 

1.19). The differences between the three groups are statistically significant (F(23, 

156) = 3.86, p. < ))))  wii    sgggsst  taat tee eereeiv   qlll ity ff   laareers’ writigg 
by the raters matches the differences in  proficiency level.   

The correlations (Table 4) indicate that among the three indices (the VACs 

frequency, the verb-construction frequency and the verb-construction strength of 

association) only the index of construction frequency is significantly correlated 

with the holistic writing score (r. = -.204, p. <. 01) which is consistent with the 

previous finding (section 2.1) which showed that this index reflected significant 

between-groups differences, unlike the indices of the verb-construction 

combination frequency and verb-construction strength of association. The results 

of the correlations indicate that obtaining better score  ieeeee’eeeeeeiggiirrrelated 
to producing less frequent VACs, which suggests that the use of sophisticated, 

less common, syntactic constructions can be considered as an indicator of better 

language proficiency.   

Table 4 

Correlations between learners’ knowledge of VACs and the holistic writing score 

 Average 

holistic 

writing 

score 

Mean 

construction 

frequency 

Mean verb-

construction 

combination 

frequency 

Mean 

construction-

combination 

strength of 

association 

Average 

holistic 

writing score 

Pearson 

correlation 

1 

 

   

Sig. (2-

tailed) 
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N 180    

Mean 

construction 

frequency 

Pearson 

correlation 

-.204** 

 

1 

 

  

Sig. (2-

tailed) 

.006    

N 180 180   

Mean verb-

construction 

combination 

frequency 

Pearson 

correlation 

-.009 

 

.262** 

 

1 

 

 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 

.905 .000   

N 180 180 180  

Mean 

construction-

combination 

strength of 

association 

Pearson 

correlation 

 

 

-.083 .090 

 

-.078 

 

1 

 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 

.268 .227 .301  

N 180 180 180 180 

**correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).  

To determine the amount of variance which this variable could explain in the 

holistic writing score, a simple linear regression was used. Before running the 

analysis, we checked a few necessary assumptions. The holistic writing score, 

which is the dependent variable, is normally distributed. Similarly, the VIF values 

were checked. Because only the variable of the frequency of the VACs. The 

analysis turned a significant model (F(1, 178) = 7.75, p. < .01, r. = .20, R2 = .042). 

T   shhhitt ictt i   ff  t   rr cccc    VAC  i  eee’  writing could, therefore, 

significantly predict the writing score by approximately 4%. Although the 

predictive ability of this variable is not very large, it could be concluded that the 

eee of rrr   oottt rcctisss  i  laareers’ writigg is    inii ctt or of laareers’ 
proficiency and the quality of their writing. 

6. Discussion 

Situated within the usage-based model, this study examined the development of 

FF  iii vrr ii ty laarnrrs’ sytt ccti  hhhhistiaati   ss ing trr ee yytt ccti  iiii ees, 
namely (1) the frequency of the constructions, (2) the verb-construction 

combination frequency and (3) the verb-construction combination strength of 
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association. Similarly, the relationships between these three indices and the 

llll ity ff  laarrrr s’ writigg wss ll s  aaami       r ctttt rcction frequency, the 

results showed that only the difference between university freshmen (S1) and 

semester 5 learners (S5) is significant while the difference between both S1 and 

S3 and also between S3 and S5 students did not turn any significant difference. 

For the indices of verb-construction combination frequency and verb-

construction combination strength of association, we noticed a tendency to use 

less frequent and less strongly associated combinations as we compare lower to 

higher proficiency groups. The differences, however, are not significant.  

These results are also supported by the correlations between the three indices 

and the holistic writing score. Only the index of construction frequency 

ii gii fiaantly rrr rll tt e  wit  lerreers’ srrr ss i  writing. The results suggest that 

at early stages of learning English it might be the rareness of the produced 

ssss trccti    whi   bsst rff lcct  laareers’ rr oficicccy ss miii fsst   yy 
differences both in their grade level and in their writing quality, as supported by 

their scores.  

The results of the current study suggest that learning more sophisticated 

constructions might be a slow process. It takes at least the first two years at 

university before learners demonstrate a significant difference in the use of rare 

constructions. While previous research showed that learners produce more 

sophisticated constructions as they get exposed to larger amounts of input, our 

results show that this process might be slow especially in contexts where studying 

EFL starts later in the secondary school. It seems that the development of 

construction knowledge is a gradual process through which learners focus first on 

the most important syntactic aspects for their communicative needs before they 

step up to other elements of the target linguistic aspect. Similar to this conclusion, 

previous studies (e.g., Ellis & Ferreira-Junior, 2009a, 2009b; Kyle, 2016; Römer 

& Burger, 2019) noted that second language learners produce frequent 

constructions before they manage to produce less frequent ones as an effect of the 

input they receive.     

Because we noticed that the three proficiency groups are very similar 

concerning their use of frequent and strongly associated verbs within the 

constructions, we believe that the first step of developing syntactic knowledge 

focuses first on learning and using more communicatively-desired constructions 

before learners redirect their attention, with larger amounts of input, towards 

learning and using the same constructions with less frequent and less prototypical 

verbs (Ellis & Ferreira-Junior, 2009a, 2009b ; Goldberg et al., 2004; Römer et al., 

2018).  

Although more proficient learners in this study showed important 

improvements in their use of less frequent constructions, our analysis of the verb-
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construction combinations suggests that not all aspects of constructional 

knowledge develop at the same pace. The high verb-construction combination 

frequency and strength of association scores for the three groups suggest that after 

two years of instruction in EFL, learners have not yet expanded their knowledge 

of the constructions towards the use of less frequent and less strongly associated 

verb-construction combinations. This is consistent with previous research (e.g., 

Ellis & Ferreira-Junior, 2009a, 2009b; Ellis et al., 2014a, 2014b; Kyle, 2016; Kyle 

& Crossley, 2017, 2018; McDonough & Kim, 2009) which maintains that more 

frequent and more strongly associated verb-construction combinations are learnt 

earlier than less frequent and less strongly associated ones. This suggests that at 

the level of the lexical items which are used within the verb argument slot in the 

ssss trccti   ,  errnrr s tt rr t teeir rr ddttt inn follwwigg tee ‘essy first’ rr iccill e 
(e.g. Beaty et al., 2021; Ellis, 2002). Hence, they tend to rely first on the most 

frequent verbs before they start producing less frequent and less strongly 

associated verbs with the construction. Ellis et al. (2014b) noted that in their study 

only advanced L2 learners are similar to native speakers in their use of less 

frequent and less strongly associated verb-construction combinations. This 

suggests that, in the current study, the two-year period which learners spent 

studying EFL is not sufficient to enhance all aspects of construction knowledge.    

Tee alll yii   of   eet of th  mttt  freeeent ssss trttt inn  i  lerrnrr s’ 
productions (Table 3) shows that the three proficiency groups do not only have 

very similar constructions at the top of their list of produced constructions, but 

they also use very similar verbs within each construction. By comparing the list 

of constructions on the table below to the list of constructions which are most 

frequently used by native speakers, as generated from COCA corpus in Kyle 

(2016) (see appendix), we see that there is an overlap between the constructions 

which are most frequently produced by EFL students in this study and those 

which are produced by native speakers. This suggests that the frequency of 

constructions in the input affects how learners learn and produce them and that 

learners follow the same frequency-biased procedures as reported in previous 

studies (e.g., Ellis, 2002; Ellis & Ferreira-Junior, 2009a, 2009b; Goldberg, 1995, 

2003, 2006; Goldberg et al.,  2004; Tomasello,1992, 2000) irrespective of the 

context of L2 learning. Ellis (2005, 6666) mii tt ii n  tttt  ll aggggg  eee aaaees 
grammar through frequentrreeetitinnffff  aaag”””  

Because we could observe very strong similarities in the list of the first most 

frequently used constructions for the three groups of learners, and because there 

are also significant differences in the construction mean frequency between 

university freshmen (S1) and the upper proficiency group (S5), we can conclude 

taat teer  i  a  ff fcct ff  rr ff icicccy    FF  laarnrr s’ yytt ccti  kwwwlggge 
especially at the level of the rareness of the produced constructions. In other 

words, the most frequently used constructions are produced by learners in very 
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similar ways and as we move towards less frequent constructions, learners 

demonstrate significant differences.  

This conclusion is supported by our answer to the third research question 

which aimed at examining the rll tt isss ii   btt wee.. lerrnrr s’ yytt att ic 
sophistication and the holistic writing score. The results show that only the index 

of VAC frequency correlated significantly, though with small effect size, with the 

writing score. This index could also explain around 4% of variance in the holistic 

writing score, which suggests that the use of less frequent constructions in writing 

ssss  oot lll y rff lcct lerrners’ lgggggg  rr ff iii cccy ttt  it i  ll       inii ctt or of 
writing quality. The two other syntactic indices (the verb-construction 

combination frequency and strength of association) which are examined in this 

tt yyy ii nn’t trr   sigii fiaant rrr relati    wit  th  writing ccrr       thyy llll nn’t 
also significantly discriminate between the three proficiency levels. Linked to 

what we said above, it seems that the sophistication of the verbs which are 

connected with the constructions becomes an indicator both of language 

proficiency and better writing only at more advanced levels of learning EFL. At 

early stages of language development learners use data which is readily available 

to them, and this includes having access to the most frequently used verbs with 

the constructions. These results are less coherent with previous research (Kyle, 

2016; Kyle & Crossley, 2017, 2018; Kyle et al., 2021) wii    hhww   thtt  it’  oot 
only the rareness of the contt rutt inn  wii    clll d rr dditt  th  uull ity ff  lerrnrrs’ 
writing but also the frequency and strength of association of verb-construction 

combinations. This is so, probably because L2 learners in these studies are more 

advanced and are studying the language in contexts where English is mostly used 

as L1 or is studied at early stages of schooling.  

It might be concluded that the development of constructional knowledge 

starts from focusing first on the most communicatively required linguistic aspects. 

Learners first use very frequent constructions with frequent lexical items and then 

they seem to take some time to broaden their repertoire of constructions with more 

sophisticated ones. The use of frequent lexical items with the constructions takes 

even longer before learners widen their vocabulary and start using less frequent 

and less strongly associated verbs with the constructions. This step seems to be 

of less emergency in FL learning contexts where the focus is first put on 

mmmmiii aatigg eee’ s idaas iii gg tee most readily available items, following the 

‘aayy-firtt ’pprinii pl..  

7. Conclusion and Recommendations 

 

The results of this study suggest that since construction frequency affects how 

syntactic knowledge develops, materials writers and language teachers are invited 
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to take this aspect into consideration in their planning of the syllabi and the 

teaching materials. This can be done by making use of the lists of constructions 

which are produced by L2 learners based on their frequency appearances in native 

speaker corpus. Because grammar lessons today deal with structures in traditional, 

non-usage-based ways, it would also be more helpful to structure grammar 

lessons in a usage-based fashion following the lists of constructions as they are 

observed to occur through various corpora. In this way, construction learning will 

be accelerated at a speed which is beyond that in which learners would develop 

the constructions by relying on a non-usage-based syllabus. Because our results 

showed that learners are slow in using less frequent and less strongly associated 

verb-construction combinations even after two years at university, it is also 

necessary not to heavily rely on the natural input which is presented through 

laareers’ formll  lgggggg  ll sssss     to fosss  o  inll ddigg a ki   of 
constructional knowledge in grammar lessons where learners study constructions 

in an organized way with a progressive focus on adding in a variety of less 

frequent verbs with each target construction, while the early focus should always 

be on the most prototypical verb with the construction. This is likely to facilitate 

construction learning.  

The results of the current study also showed that the use of sophisticated 

ssss trcctisss  in eee’  writigg hhhcccss tee rater’s jgggmttt  ff  its uull ity. 
Therefore, it is important to encourage EFL learners to edit their writing 

productions and to include a variety of syntactic structures with a more focus on 

t   uee of lss  freeeett  nne   Tii   aaall hhhccce th  qlll ity ff  laareers’ writigg 
and make it more native-like.  

This study adopted a cross-sectional design in its examination of university 

EFL learners’ nnntt rcctionll  kwwwlggg   tttt hrr  rsserr    i  eeed   i  similar 
contexts where English is taught late with a more longitudinal focus. This is likely 

to provide a more comprehensive picture of how constructional knowledge 

develops in EFL. Similarly, in its sseessmttt  ff  th  qlll ity ff  laarrrr s’ writigg, 
this study used only indices of syntactic sophistication. It would also be important 

to complement the results of the present study with a comparison of the joint 

effect of sophisticated and structural or complexity-based indices (such as clausal 

complexity, mean length of T-unit, etc.) on the quality of the produced writing. 

iii l  thi  tt yyy vvrr lkkk   th  sss ii ll e ff fett  ff  L     laarnrrs’ ssss trutt ion 
knowledge, future research can take this aspect into consideration.  
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Appendix  

A list of the most frequent constructions in COCA corpus (Kyle, 2016) 

Rank Frequency 

per million 

 

Verb-argument construction 

 

 

 

1 64733.43 Verb - direct object 

2 48780.10 Subject - verb - direct object 

3 34540.26 Subject - verb - nominal complement 

4 33315.86 Subject - verb - adjective complement 

5 21321.88 Subject - verb 

6 20297.22 Subject - verb - clausal complement 

7 15960.63 Subject - verb - external complement 

8 11788.37 Verb - clausal complement 

9 11117.08 Verb 

10 9879.52 Subordinator - subject - verb - direct object 
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